QUESTION 1: What are the chief collecting interests of Muzeum Lubeskie w Lublinie in Lublin, Poland?

1. **Givens:**  
   - Muzeum Lubeskie w Lublinie  
   - Lublin, Poland  
   - Chief collecting interests

2. **Wanted:** The chief collecting interests of Muzeum Lubeskie w Lublinie in Lublin, Poland.

3. **Clues:** A source, such as a directory, that includes information about cultural institutions generally, or museums specifically, is needed. Since the patron is inquiring about a Polish museum, a source is required that covers the collecting interests of international museums. Possibly something with a more international bent would be published outside the United States.

4. **Type of Reference Source:** Directory

5. **Answer:** The chief collecting interests of the Muzeum Lubelskie w Lublinie (Lublin District Museum) are regional archaeological, historical and ethnographic, Polish and foreign paintings and decorative art; armoury; and numismatics.


7. **Bibliographic Instruction:**

Published annually, *The World of Learning* is an international directory of institutions of learning such as museums, universities and libraries. The work is arranged alphabetically by country and within country by the category of institution of learning such as “Museums and Art Galleries” or “Medicine”. In the section for the United States of America there is a